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Recognia Options Ideas®
Customization Gives Account-Holders Tailored
Trade Ideas
With the ability to customize by choosing filtering and
sorting preferences, account-holders are presented with
tailored options ideas and strategies that are most relevant
to them and their trading style. A variety of categories
such as options strategies, sectors, as well as technical &
fundamental analysis, help refine the daily Options Ideas.
Seamless Integration with other Recognia Products
Clients already offering Recognia Technical Insight™
to their account–holders will enjoy seamless integration
of Options Ideas. Account-holders will be able to easily
transition between Technical Insight Featured Ideas, to
Options Ideas, via the dropdown menu at the top of the
interface, providing a seamless client experience.
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Recognia
Score

Recognia Score factors in profit, loss, cost, and liquidity to help surface the most useful ideas and provide a
quality ranking (AAA being the highest and C the lowest) determined by a proprietary Recognia formula which is
transparently explained to the end user, as to why it was assigned.

Profit & Loss

In addition to outlining the target profit and the maximum loss, the options diagram maps out the strategy’s profit
and loss scenarios with educational tooltips to help investors evaluate the risk/reward trade-offs of the specific
trade idea.

Calculations

In the strategy description box to the right of the chart, account-holders can click the calculator icon to see a
breakdown of the key values that make up the strategy and precisely how they were calculated, including: net cost or
net credit, max loss, max profit, and target profit.

ABOUT RECOGNIA
Recognia is the worldwide leader in quantitative and technical analysis. Our actionable technical, fundamental and
value-based analytics help retail online brokers to monetize their investor accounts and institutional professionals to
optimize their trading strategies. Recognia research helps validate investment decisions, manage risk and find trade
ideas. It provides coverage on more than 85 exchanges worldwide including stocks, options, ETF’s, forex, indices, and
futures. With more than 20 million provisioned accounts, Recognia products service the largest and most successful
firms and institutions worldwide including: Bloomberg, Fidelity, Charles Schwab, Merrill Edge (Bank of America),
Kotak Securities, TD, Scottrade, NCB Capital to name a few.
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